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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

Wireless mesh networks are communication networks possessing radio nodes with mesh 

organization structure. They are expected to be widely employed by personal, local, campus 

and metropolitan area applications. Most of the needed components for the deployment of 

WMNs; such as ad-hoc network routing protocols, wireless security protocols, IEEE 802.11 

MAC protocol are already available, while there are problems sourced from various protocol 

layers. These problems restrict WMNs from serving their potential.  

 

The purpose of this work is to evaluate the WMN routing mechanisms with respect to 

several performance indicators and to determine the routing protocols, which maintain 

scalable, robust and efficient operation. 

 

The performance of B.A.T.M.A.N (Better Approach to Mobile Ad-hoc Networking) protocol 

is compared to conventional AODV and OLSR protocols in addition to an experimental 

wireless MPLS routing mechanism (LWMPLS). The OMNeT++ simulation environment 

helps to determine the performance of routing mechanisms throughout our tests.  

 

The simulation results point out that B.A.T.M.A.N protocol performs stable routing in 

networks with varying link qualities or failing nodes. It has low packet loss rate even when it 

is employed in environments with extremely high thermal noise, therefore B.A.T.M.A.N is 

foreseen to become one of the most popular routing mechanisms of WMNs.  

 

Keywords: B.A.T.M.A.N, Performance, Routing, Wireless Mesh Networks  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The term wireless mesh networks (WMNs) refer to the communication networks with radio 

nodes, which exhibit mesh organization structure. The radio nodes in WMNs are often 

categorized into groups of mesh clients and mesh routers [5]. Both conventional and mesh 

clients may connect to mesh networks. Gateways and mesh routers with bridging functions 

enable the WMNs to integrate with other networks such as the Internet, cellular, IEEE 

802.11, IEEE 802.15, IEEE 802.16, sensor networks [5]. The importance of WMNs lies 

behind the fact that they are foreseen to enhance the performance of wireless local area 

networks (WLANs), ad-hoc networks, wireless personal area networks (WPANs), and 

wireless metropolitan area networks [1].  

 

The rapid progress and various deployments of the WMNs reveal that they are going to be 

widely employed by personal, local, campus and metropolitan area applications [1]. Putting a 

WMN into practice is easy, since most of the needed components are already available such 

as ad-hoc network routing protocols, wireless security protocols, IEEE 802.11 MAC 

protocol [1]. Currently several WMN devices are available in the market and researchers run 

tests at universities [1][3][8].   

 

On the other hand, the WMNs are still far from serving their potential because of the 

challenges in all protocol layers. There are problems of scalability sourced from MAC and 

routing protocols, causing throughput drops with increasing number of hops and nodes. The 

researchers are trying to adapt the design of existing wireless network protocols to the 

WMNs, while industrial standards groups develop new specifications [9]. 

 

The selection of optimum routing protocols for the WMNs is an active research area [1]. 

There is a need for comparison of the routing mechanisms to acquire a scalable, robust and 

efficient WMN, which meets the demands for specific usages. In addition, the conventional 

minimum hop count is an inefficient method to assess performance of the WMNs [1]. The 

appropriate performance metrics should be chosen for the proper evaluation of the protocols. 

This project aims filling the gaps for the evaluation of routing mechanisms with various 

performance indicators. 

 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 
 

The main aim of this project is to implement the evaluation and comparison of routing 

mechanisms for Wi-Fi mesh networks.  

 

 Determining the characteristics of WMNs. 

 Selecting the appropriate performance indicators to evaluate the WMNs. 

 Stating the behaviors of routing protocols due to changing link qualities in the 

WMNs.  

 Defining the reaction of routing protocols to the failing nodes in the WMNs. 

 Comparing the energy efficiency of the routing protocols for the WMNs. 

 Designing and implementing simulations to evaluate the performances of WMN 

routing mechanisms. 
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1.2 Research questions 
 

1. Which performance indicators are applicable to assess the WMNs? 

2. Which routing protocols are appropriate for the WMNs with respect to the 

selected performance indicators? 

3. How do the routing algorithms support the scalability and maintain the 

robustness of the WMNs? 

4. What are the energy specifications of the protocols used for the WMNs?  

5. How does the traffic load of a WMN affect the energy consumption of its nodes? 

 

1.3 Scope of the Thesis 
 

The thesis focuses on the evaluation of routing mechanisms which are applicable to WMNs. 

In order to sustain the required background knowledge, the basic concepts of WMNs are 

explained. Evaluating the potential of B.A.T.M.A.N protocol is a prospected outcome from 

this work; therefore, the appropriate performance indicators to compare the routing 

mechanisms are explained. Other routing mechanisms in scope of this work are AODV, 

OLSR and wireless applications of MPLS.  

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
 

Chapter 1 introduces the topic, and explains why the routing mechanisms in WMNs are in 

the focus of active research. Chapter 2 gives the background knowledge about the WMNs 

and summarizes the categorization concepts for routing mechanisms. This chapter also deals 

with the energy concerns in WMNs. Next chapter inspects the routing algorithms in the 

Network Layer and also the routing mechanisms employed by WMNs. This chapter justifies 

the reason for the selection of the routing mechanisms, which are analyzed in further 

chapters. Chapter 4 explains the performance indicators for evaluating performances of 

routing mechanisms. Chapter 5 starts with the introduction of the Simulation environment 

and presents the simulation results, which reveal the performances of routing mechanisms of 

WMNs according to the performance indicators determined in previous chapter.  Chapter 6 

sums up the topic, giving final comments.  

 

1.5 Research Methodology 

 
This work follows the steps stated below: 

 

 Determination for the characteristics of various routing protocols and their suitability 

for WMNs through literature research. 

 Review of available researches maintains the background to compare the 

performance of different routing protocols. 

 The induction of information from literature to decide for the performance metrics to 

evaluate routing protocols. 

 Implementation of simulations. Simulation results either verify the deductions for 

the performance expectations of routing protocols or they reveal exceptional 

conditions. 

 Collection of datasets from multiple run of simulations to verify the results.  

 Interpretation of results concludes final remarks on the performances of routing 

mechanisms. 
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Literature Research 

↓ 

Determination of Routing Mechanisms in Scope of Research and their Characteristics 

↓ 

Induction of Information from Literature to Decide for the Performance Metrics (RQ1) 

↓ 

Simulation Phase 

↓ 

Analysis of Simulation Results 

↓ 

Answers for RQ2, RQ3, RQ4, RQ5 

 

Figure 1: Research Methodology 
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2 BACKGROUND CONCEPTS 
 

2.1 Wi-Fi Mesh Networking  
 

The radio nodes in WMNs are often categorized into groups of mesh clients and mesh 

routers. Each node exhibits both host and router functionalities, so that the range of the 

network is extended to the nodes which lack direct wireless transmission path with multi-hop 

communication techniques [12]. A wireless mesh router serves with additional routing 

functions compared to basic gateway/repeater functions of a conventional wireless router. 

Furthermore, many mesh routers possess multiple wireless interfaces [5]. Mesh clients also 

contribute the network as routers but they do not have gateway or bridge functions and they 

usually have only one wireless interface. The practicality of WMNs lies behind the fact that 

they are self-organized and self-configured. Any device with a network interface card may 

automatically establish a connection to a WMN. The variety of mesh clients includes PCs, 

PDAs, IP phones, RFID readers, etc. [5]. A design aim for WMNs is to enable the maximum 

mobility for the mesh clients, while mesh routers are less mobile or static.  

 

There are three main groups of WMN architectures according to the functionality of the 

nodes [1]: 

 

 Infrastructure/Backbone WMNs: 

 

The clients connect to the mesh routers which form a self-healing and self-configuring 

infrastructure. The Internet connectivity is sustained by the mesh routers with 

gateway/bridge functionalities. IEEE 802.11 is the most frequently employed radio 

technology by infrastructure/backbone WMNs [1].  

 

 
Figure 2: Infrastructure/Backbone WMN 
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 Client WMNs: 

 
These networks lack mesh routers. Client nodes form a peer-to-peer topology, 

undertaking routing and configuration functionalities in addition to end-user 

applications.   

 

 
Figure 3: Client WMN 

 

 Hybrid WMNs: 

 

Joint usage of infrastructure and client meshing reveals Hybrid WMNs. The 

infrastructure helps the WMN to connect other networks whereas clients maintain the 

connectivity and coverage with their routing capabilities within the network.   

 

 
Figure 4: Hybrid WMN 
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2.2  Routing Mechanisms in the WMNs 
 

Because of the certain characteristics of WMNs, they require different approaches in each 

layer of protocol design. Firstly, WMNs offer highly variable and inconsistent network 

topology with multi-hopping [5]. The nodes can join or leave the network anytime and the 

links between the nodes are very unpredictable, so as the traffic load. Wireless networks are 

always prone to various attenuation sources. On the other hand; routing duties are distributed 

to all nodes of the network, so the routing algorithm should also be distributed [5].    

 

In [1], the specifications of an optimal routing protocol are explained as follows: 

 

 It should relay on multiple performance metrics 

 It should easily recover from possible link failures 

 It should distribute the traffic load equally to the nodes 

 Scalability should be supported 

 The protocol should take into account that both mesh routers and mesh clients take 

part in routing process and it should support both of them. 

 

There are certain design principles to achieve optimal routing mechanism for the WMNs [5]. 

The most important principle is to be aware of network topology. Although the topology of a 

WMN might continuously change, topology discovery and control schemes should rapidly 

run. Another principle is to employ different link metrics than minimum hop count. 

Minimum hop count is a favored metric due to its simplicity but it is likely to create 

congestion and interference between the nodes of WMNs. 

 

The routing mechanisms in the WMNs are grouped into two categories in [13], which are 

namely: 

 

 Predictive Routing:  

 

This routing method makes predictions on the traffic demand based on the previous 

traffic tendencies of the network and gives the decisions upon these predictions. 

  

 Oblivious Routing:  

 

Oblivious Routing improves the network traffic by taking all potential traffic into 

account and considering maximum traffic load case.  

   

An additional concept for routing is the cross-layer design. Cross-layer design is useful to 

link the MAC layer functionalities with the routing mechanisms. There are two major factors 

which makes cross-layer design as an interesting topic for WMNs [1]. The first factor is that 

the nodes have to determine the best channel and radio path available for the wireless 

communication. The second factor is that due to mobility, the nodes have to change the 

channels and the utilized radio paths. The cross-layer design speeds up the process of 

switching between the channels.  
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2.3 Categories of Routing Protocols 
 

Two main groups of Routing Protocols are [1]: 

 

 Proactive Routing: 

 

This method involves deciding for the routing paths before the initiation of the 

traffic flow between the nodes.  

 

 Reactive Routing: 

 

These algorithms establish the routing path between the nodes only after the traffic is 

generated.  

 

Furthermore there are static and dynamic applications of routing protocols [1]: 

 

 Static Routing: 

 

Static Routing is more suitable for wired networks, where the variations on network 

topology, link quality, and traffic load are minimal. Static routing usually needs 

manual configuration; therefore human operators are usually needed.  

 

 Dynamic Routing: 

 

A multi-hop WMN is most likely to require dynamic routing, due to possible 

changes in the network topology, link quality and traffic load. Distance vector 

routing and link state routing are among the most popular dynamic routing schemes. 

Rather than human intervention, software applications discover network destinations 

and advertise the routes to other routers.  

 

2.4 Energy Concerns in the WMNs 
 

The energy concerns in the WMNs are mostly influenced by the mobile mesh clients. The 

mobile mesh clients usually depend on the limited power of batteries, therefore respective 

measures must be taken to prevent the nodes from draining their batteries quickly.  

 

There are two direct solutions for the energy problem for wireless networks [14]:  

 

 Extending the battery capacities. 

 Decreasing the energy consumption of the nodes. 

 

The initial solution is harder to implement for the reason that the battery technologies 

develop relatively slow compared to the advancements in wireless networks. This makes the 

researchers to focus on the energy efficient protocols [14]. The crucial concept for the multi-

hop wireless networks is keeping the track of network topology. There is a tradeoff between 

the topology update rate and the bandwidth of the system. Excessive amount of topology 

update messages waste the bandwidth resources of the network. On the other hand, to enable 

the optimum routing, the topology information must be updated regularly [14].   

 

An efficient routing protocol for WMNs must take into account that mesh routers and mesh 

clients have different power restrictions. Because mesh routers experience minimum 
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mobility and they usually have stable energy sources, mesh routers can handle more 

computational load. Mesh routers should maintain maximal throughput between the mesh 

routers. They should also produce minimal overhead and balance the load among nodes [5]. 

Therefore, mesh nodes may run rather basic functions and spend less power. Unfortunately 

most of the routing protocols up to date are far from this design principle [5]. 

 

The MAC layer also has important responsibilities to reduce the power consumption of the 

nodes. In [14] they are grouped into three categories: 

 

 Preventing the packet collusions: Each time packet collusions occur, it increases 

the possibility of packet re-transmissions and consequently the traffic load of the 

network. 

 The nodes should listen to the carrier regularly in order not to miss any packet. 

For an efficient listening; the nodes are advised to listen to the channel at the 

beginning of transmission time slots, so that they would waste energy for a 

continuous listening operation. 

 The nodes should switch to “sleep” mode with minimum power consumption 

while they are not the designed receivers of data packets.  
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3 USAGE OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WMNS 
 

3.1 Evolution of Network Layer Routing Mechanisms 
 

This chapter clarifies how the network layer routing mechanisms evolved step-by-step from 

the basic IPv4 into the protocols which support MPLS functionalities for wireless networks. 

 

3.1.1 IPv4 
 

Although IPv4 is still by far mostly implemented internet protocol, it has some certain 

deficiencies, making it cumbersome to employ for mobile communications. The main 

drawback for WMNs is that IPv4 is designed for persistent connections. When a node 

changes its connection point to the internet, it is impossible to track that node unless it is in 

the same networks, where its IP address was assigned. There are two solutions for this 

problem, neither of which is widely applicable [15]:   

 

 The IP address of the node should be changed as long as the node varies its 

connection point: 

 

This solution is not useful most of the times because the change in the IP address 

results the applications in the higher layers to be unsustainable due to disconnections 

in the internet layer. Hence, TCP cannot maintain connection for an already 

established session. 

 

 Host specific routes should be built for mobile nodes: 

 

Regarding the enormous number of mobile devices on the market this solution is far 

from being practical.  

 

For the reasons stated above different routing protocols are needed for WMNs, as well as the 

other networks with mobile nodes.  

 

3.1.2 MIPv4  
 

MIPv4 helps the mobility of nodes by [16]: 

 

 Providing the nodes a new IP address when they change their connection point to the 

Internet. 

 Preventing the TCP sessions from being terminated upon IP changes.  

 

The later property is interesting because it is contradictory to the general principles of TCP 

and to the information given in the previous section. To presume a TCP session, the IP 

address of the terminals must not change. This obstacle is overcome by assigning two IP 

addresses to mobile terminals. One of them is the permanent home address and the other is 

the temporary care-of-address. The process of linking the terminal with both of these 

addresses is called “binding” [13].  The stages for MIPv4 operation are listed as follows 

[15]: 

 

 Mobile terminal detects the foreign and home routers (agents) and understands 

whether it is in a home or away network via agent advertisement messages. Mobile 
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terminal may also generate solicitation messages to receive an agent advertisement 

message. 

 Mobile terminal receives a care-of-address in case that it is roaming in a foreign 

network.  

 The care-of-address is registered to the home agent. 

 Home agent tunnels datagrams, which are sent to the home address of mobile 

terminal, to mobile terminal’s care-of-address. 

 Mobile terminal may send packets directly or via its home network.   

 

3.1.3 MIPv6 
 

MIPv6 solves the triangular routing path problem of MIPv4. Instead of routing the messages 

to the mobile terminal through the home agent, the communication between the mobile 

terminal and correspondent node are handled directly by conventional IP routing [13]. When 

the correspondent node contacts the home agent, it gets the actual information for the mobile 

terminal’s care-of-address and routes datagrams to this address.     

 

In [13] the advantages of MIPv6 compared to MIPv4 are suggested as follows: 

 

 The routing process is undertaken without the provision of foreign agent in MIPv6. 

 When the mobile terminal is away from its home network, it receives the messages 

with IPv6 routing header instead of IP encapsulation. Hence, IPv6 protocol enables 

MIPv6 to operate with less routing overhead.  

 Because there is no need for any specific link layer for MIPv6, it is more robust [13].  

 

There are still problems with MIPv6, especially considering the handover process. As the 

corresponding node must be aware of the care-of-address of the mobile terminal, there are 

intermissions of data transfer during handovers. A session with intermissions is undesirable, 

especially for real time applications.    

 

3.1.4 PMIPv6 
 

Signaling messages between the mobile nodes and the home agents are obsolete in PMIPv6. 

Proxy mobility agents on the network handle the mobility management of the mobile node 

by executing the signaling to the home agent [17]. PMIPv6 is developed over MIPv6, so it 

benefits the advantages of MIPv6 such as home agent functionalities and vast 

interoperability. Another advantage is that the same home agent can support all types of IPv6 

nodes [17]. PMIPv6 fulfills the need for a network based mobility protocol. 

 

Mobile Access Gateways (MAG) and Local Mobility Anchors (LMA) are introduced to 

PMIPv6 networks. MAG tracks the movements of the mobile node and signals them to the 

LMA. The mobile node keeps the same IP address during roaming in addition to a specific 

home network prefix, which is unique per node. Mobile nodes consider the whole PMIPv6 

domain as home network [18].   

 

In [18] the handover process of PMIPv6 networks is stated as follows: 

 

 As soon as the mobile node enters to the respective network, MAG has to decide 

whether it is eligible to register and receive services from the network.  

 If the mobile node is authorized, MAG starts the Location Registration. 

 MAG updates LMA with binding information (Proxy Binding Update) and waits for 

the acknowledgement (Proxy Binding Acknowledgement). 
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 Upon acknowledgement, MAG and LMA establish a bidirectional tunnel. This 

tunnel is used for the traffic related to mobile node. 

 As soon as MAG detects that the mobile node has left the network, it terminates the 

mobility session and updates the LMA so that the node can be deregistered from the 

network.   

 

Despite the PMIPv6 protocol brings many improvements for mobility in wireless networks it 

still has some deficiencies [18].  The concept of LMA brings vulnerabilities since a failure in 

LMA might cause the whole network to fail. An additional drawback is that, there is no route 

optimization for the mobile nodes which share the same domain.  

 

3.1.5 MPLS 
 

There are recent researches studying the integration of MPLS to PMIPv6. [19] is an IETF 

internet draft in progress, proposing the implementation of MPLS for the tunneling in 

PMIPv6 networks. In this approach two types of labels exist.  

 

 Tunnel Label: This label creates a Label Switched Path (LSP) for the packets 

travelling between MAG and LMA.  

 Virtual Pipe (VP) Label:  VP label’s functionality is to classify the packages 

according to their originators’ operator. This procedure helps the network to be 

aware of the mobile nodes of the different operators who share the services of the 

same MAG and LMA at that moment.  

 

The MPLS tunnel for PMIPv6 networks follows the steps denoted below [20]: 

 

 After MAG authorizes a new mobile node in the network, it informs LMA with a 

PBU message containing VP label. The responsibility of creating the MPLS label 

and LSP belongs to the MAG. 

 LMA notes the received label as a downstream VP label [20]. Then LMA attains a 

label related to the upstream traffic of mobile host regarding its operator and IP 

address. 

 When an IP packet for the mobile host arrives to the network, LMA pushes VP 

label and the tunnel label related to the MAG serving the mobile node into the IP 

packet. The packet follows its paths regarding to MPLS procedures. 

 Upon receiving an upstream packet from the mobile node, LMA removes the 

MPLS labels and forwards the packages to the corresponding operator [20]. 

 

MPLS tunneling for PMIPv6 networks is a promising technology since it introduces fast 

forwarding and traffic engineering concepts of MPLS to PMIPv6 networks with almost no 

extra cost except configuration cost of LSPs [20]. MPLS is expected to reduce the handover 

delay and operational overhead of PMIPv6 networks [20]. 

 

3.2 Routing Mechanisms of Mesh-Networks 
 

3.2.1 OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing protocol) 
 

OLSR is essentially developed for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). It implements a 

proactive solution by driving a table and frequently updating the topology information to the 

connected nodes. “Multipoint Relays” are the nodes which are responsible from the control 
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traffic forwarding [21]. The intention for introducing MPRs is to optimize the flooding of the 

control messages.  

 

The choices of MPRs depend on the criteria that every node must just in one-hop distance to 

a MPR [22]. After a node is chosen to be a MPR, it informs the network about the nodes in 

its neighborhood so that the network-wide routing information is revealed. MPRs are 

employed to form paths from source node to the destination node and to relay packets.  

 

OLSR offers three main optimizations over classic link state algorithms which are [21]: 

 

 Reduced message overhead: Generation of flooding messages is only done by 

MPRs. 

 Minimized number of control messages: Only MPRs generate control messages. 

 Partial link state information is distributed to the network: A MPR may share 

only the information of its neighbors so that this information may be gathered for 

route calculation. 

 

The drawbacks of OLSR are as follows: 

 

 OLSR needs extensive power and network sources for being a proactive protocol. 

It propagates redundant information about unused routes which is a critical waste 

of energy for wireless networks  

 OLSR needs fairly large computational resources and bandwidth for the optimal 

route calculation. 

 

3.2.2 B.A.T.M.A.N. (Better Approach to Mobile Ad hoc Network)  
 

B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol is a potential candidate to take place of OLSR. The main difference 

from OLSR is that, there is no centralized information about the best route. Each node knows 

just the next best mesh-hop for a received data packet; therefore there is no need for global 

topology knowledge. The protocol is optimized for the networks with unreliable links [23], it 

prevents the routing loops by flooding and it does not have schedule for the topology 

updates.    

 

The algorithm of B.A.T.M.A.N. follows these steps: 

 

 Each node initiates originator messages (OGMs), to announce the neighbors its 

existence. 

 Each neighbor receiving OGMs, relay this message to its neighbors and this loop 

goes on until the OGM is flooded to the destination node in the network. 

 OGM would propagate faster and with less packet losses on more reliable routes. 

 Re-broadcasts are prevented by giving sequence number to the forwarded OGMs. 

The node receiving the OGM realizes whether it is a re-broadcast by inspecting 

the sequence number and prevents the message from being re-broadcasted more 

than once. 

 Only the “best-next-hop” has the right to re-broadcast the message back to its 

originator. 

 The originator decides for the best route by comparing the time elapsed while its 

OGM has travelled the path back and forth.   

 

This simple procedure enables B.A.T.M.A.N. to converge routes much faster compared to 

OLSR [22]. In the article [22] it is also observed that B.A.T.M.A.N. has a higher Packet 

delivery ratio and less Round trip delay compared to OLSR in a real world test-bed.  
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3.2.3 AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing) 
 

AODV is a reactive (routes from destination to the sources are established on demand) 

routing protocol (contrary to proactive characters of OLSR and B.A.T.M.A.N). The 

advantage of AODV for being a reactive algorithm is that, it does not need to maintain routes 

for the nodes which do not actively participate in any communication [25]. AODV prevents 

Bellman-Ford “counting to infinity” problem by announcing the affected set of nodes about 

the recent status of the link. Employing sequence number per requests helps the nodes not to 

execute the route request they had already processed. 

 

The main characteristics of AODV may be stated as follows [26]: 

 

 Loop Free 

 Self-Starting 

 Scalable 

 

The operation of AODV includes following steps [26]: 

 

 A source node broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet to initiate a connection 

with a destination node. 

 Nodes receiving (RREQ) register the information of the source node and process the 

demand of the source node with backward pointers on their route tables. 

 If a node is the destination node of the source node or if it is on the route to the 

destination node and if it has got a smaller or an equal sequence number compared to 

the RREQ’s sequence number, it sends a route reply (RREP) message.  

 Nodes which are not on the path forward RREQ messages as long as the RREQ is 

not previously processed.  

 As soon as the forward pointers are built, source gets the RREP message and can 

start transmitting data.  

 If link breaks, the node detecting the broken link initiates route error (RERR) 

message. Source node initiates the explained process again to establish a new route. 

 

AODV may also initiate a multicast route following the steps explained above. For multicast 

route, the IP address of multicast group should be set as the destination node. After the route 

is discovered, source node must unicast a Multicast Activation (MACT) message to activate 

the route [26]. 

 

The advantages of AODV needs lower resources than OLSR for the reason that the control 

messages and the routing tables of AODV have smaller size [27]. OLSR continuously 

consumes bandwidth with topology update messages. It makes AODV a better option for the 

systems with restricted bandwidth and computational resources. On the other hand, OLSR 

performs better in a large network with dense traffic.  

 

3.2.4 LWMPLS 
 

LWMPLS is a versatile protocol architecture introducing label paths to modules with 802.11 

MAC layer. The authors of the article [32] aim to contribute WMNs concept with 

functionality of label based switching.  

 

LWMPLS follows the strategy of MPLS with creating pre-defined paths. Each packet has a 

special header with a label so that nodes can employ the label switched paths instead of 
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MAC or IP addresses [32].  The protocol architecture of LWMPLS is given in following 

figure: 

 

 
Figure 5: Protocol architecture of LWMPLS 

 

In this design, Control and Forwarding module manages and creates the paths in addition 

transporting the packets from/to upper layers. Routing Protocol functionality steps in upon 

the necessity for path discovery to final destination [32]. LWMPLS uses 11 kinds of 

messages, which are listed below: 

 

 WMPLS_BEGIN: This message informs the sequent node that it is included in the 

label switched path. 

 WMPLS_ACK: A node responds with the WMPLS_ACK message to the 

generator node of WMPLS_BEGIN message. 

 WMPLS_BEGIN_W_ROUTE:  The source node employs this message to address 

all of the modes in the path to enable source routing.  

 WMPLS_NORMAL: Routing decisions are given according to the transported 

labels upon the arrival of this message.  

 WMPLS_REFRESH: Prevents the paths, which are not currently used, from 

becoming obsolete. 

 WMPLS_END: Breaks the path. 

 WMPLS_BREAK: Announces that the connectivity of a node is lost, hence the 

corresponding path is unavailable. 

 WMPLS_NOTFOUND: Indicates unknown labels. 

  WMPLS_SEND: This message is sent in lack of MPLS-like paths so that routing 

can be handled according to destination MAC address.  

 WMPLS_BROADCAST: Broadcasts packages. 

 WMPLS_ADDITIONAL:  This message is reserved for future extensions.  

 

LWMPLS creates, maintains and destroys the label paths through the message headers [32]. 
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This approach is different from the conventional MPLS, which has specific mechanisms for 

the management of the label paths. LWMPLS Packets possess the following fields on their 

headers: 

 

 label: Identifies the path of the message. 

 labelReturn: Indicates the return path of the message. 

 type: Identifies the functionality of the message among 11 kinds of messages, which 

are previously described. 

 nextHeader: Activated upon existence of multiple headers.  

 counter: Prevents the broadcast messages from being retransmitted. A node 

compares the counter and source fields of the current broadcast message to the 

previous ones so that it does not repeat broadcast messages. 

 byteLength: Defines the total length of the header.  

 Source: MAC address of the source node. 

 Dest: MAC address of the destination node. 

 vectorAddress: The addresses of  the nodes on the label switched path are stored in 

this field.  

 

The creation of label based paths includes the following steps [32], which are visualized in 

Figure 5: 

 

 The originator node initiates the path with a WMPLS_BEGIN message. This 

message defines both next node for the initiated label path and a label for the return 

path so that network bandwidth would not be consumed by a further message to 

define the label for the return path. This approach also reduces the time required to 

build the paths, since WMPLS_BEGIN procedure will not have to be repeated for 

the return path.   

 The node receiving WMPLS_BEGIN message responds with WMPLS_ACK 

message so that further traffic would be carried on the defined path. In case that the 

initiator node does not receive WMPLS_ACK messages, it repeats 

WMPLS_BEGIN. 

 After initiation of the path is confirmed by a MPLS_ACK message, the 

MPLS_NORMAL messages are used to utilize the path. 

 If an active path exceeds a certain timeout period idle, it is broken with a 

WMPLS_BREAK message while, the counter for the timeout is reset as long as 

there is an active. A path is also broken with the same message when a certain link 

belonging to the path fails.   

 

     
Figure 6: Information Exchange for Initiation of Label Paths 
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The authors of [32] propose OLSR as a protocol to be employed for source routing. They see 

the ability of OLSR to search paths on MAC addresses as a valuable competence for the 

development of LWMPLS route discovery strategies. They have utilized OLSR at the link 

layer with a new container class, which is able to store IPv4, IPv6 and MAC addresses. In 

addition, internal tables of OLSR protocol replace the conventional “RoutingTable” class. 

Furthermore, their implementation still supports any extensions for the routing mechanisms 

at the network layer. Their approach is interesting because it is an example for cross-layer 

design for WMNs. 

 

The expected advantages of LWMPLS are: 

 

 Simpler and faster process compared to the address based routing mechanisms. 

 Easier implementation of QoS policies with source routing. 

 Independency from MAC layer due to architecture’s definition between layers 2 and 

3. 

 

The main disadvantage is that the label switched paths exhibit instability for networks with 

mobile terminals.   

 

3.3 Determination for the WMN topology and the 

Routing Mechanisms to Compare 
 

So far a very broad range of routing mechanisms is discussed. This section narrows down the 

alternatives by interpreting the network topology of our research. Following figure depicts 

the topology of our concern. 

 

 
Figure 7: WMN Topology of Concern 

 

This topology reflects a client WMN, where every node has exactly 6 neighbors, each of 

which are at the same distance. The hexagonal borders denote the neighborhoods of the 

nodes. The nodes are   stationary. Hexagonal geometry enables accurate measurements in the 

simulations such as hop-to-hop delay because of the equal distance between nodes. The 

selection of protocols to be tested in this topology and the reasoning behind selection are 

described in the following sections. 

 

3.3.1 Selection of B.A.T.M.A.N 
 

Evaluating the performance of B.A.T.M.A.N. is one of the main purposes of this work. 

B.A.T.M.A.N. is one of the most recent and interesting routing protocols available for 

WMNs due to its stable routes, low network overheads and its robust operation under 
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varying link states [36]. Open-Mesh project is developing B.A.T.M.A.N to replace OLSR, 

which is among the most popular protocols for wireless ad-hoc networks. 

 

The researchers of Open-Mesh project claim that OLSR is not completely functional for 

mesh networks with its definition on RFC3626 [37]. They state following drawbacks for 

OLSR: 

 

 OLSR routing tables take too much time to build up.  

 It cannot prevent routing loops and flapping routes. 

 In link state routing protocols, a full path to all other nodes in the network is 

calculated and this information should be distributed to all nodes. It is very hard to 

maintain this synchronization in lossy environments. 

 

3.3.2 Selection of OLSR 
 

Open-Mesh project claims that B.A.T.M.A.N provides a better performance than OLSR [37] 

for the following reasons:  

 

 B.A.T.M.A.N algorithm divides the best end-to-end path knowledge among the 

participating nodes, making the global knowledge about local topology unnecessary.   

 B.A.T.M.A.N does not schedule or timeout topology information and its flooding 

mechanism prevents routing nodes while keeping overhead of control-traffic at 

minimum [37]. 

 

The performance of OLSR is compared to B.A.T.M.A.N in the proceeding chapters, in 

order to test the validity of the statements above and to determine whether B.A.T.M.A.N 

can replace OLSR in the future due to its superior performance. 

 

3.3.3 Selection of AODV   
 

Unlike OLSR and B.A.T.M.A.N, AODV is a reactive routing protocol. The feature that 

makes AODV interesting for our work is that it uses a table driven routing framework, which 

is unusual for reactive routing protocols [38]. The simulations on networks employing 

AODV reflect the different performance characteristics of a reactive routing protocol, 

compared to pro-active approach of B.A.T.M.A.N and OLSR. 

    

3.3.4 Selection of LWMPLS 
 

Chapter 3.1 deals with the evolution process of routing protocols in a trend to apply MPLS 

functionalities into wireless networks. Although the main reasons for the development of 

MIP, PMIPv4 and PMIPv6 aim for the solution of mobility problems of the nodes, they 

provide a solid background for the introduction of MPLS functionalities to the wireless 

networks. For instance, the IETF Internet Draft [19] proposes replacement of IPv6 tunnels of 

PMIPv6 with MPLS tunnels. At this point, it is an interesting research question to compare 

the performances of the routing algorithms mentioned before to an MPLS enabled routing 

mechanism for WMNs. 

 

LWMPLS offers an excellent possibility to test the efficiency of MPLS applications in 

WMNs, since it is already implemented in OMNeT++ simulation platform and it offers an 

open platform to emulate mesh networks.  
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LWMPLS code is also able to adapt the situations where source routing is performed at 

network layer. This ability allows modification to its original design and the usage of 

B.A.T.M.A.N, OLSR and AODV protocols at the network layer, for route discovery and 

source routing. Appendix.4 explains our modification to the original protocol stack of [32] to 

observe the effects of introducing network layer route discovery to LWMPLS. 
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4 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 

 

Routing mechanisms aim to find the routing paths while maintaining the best performance 

for the network. Following performance criteria are essential for networking systems [1]:  

 

 Per-flow parameters: 

 

This group of parameters deals with intra-flow QoS parameters such as delay, packet 

loss ratio, jitters, hop-count, throughput and interference. 

  

 Per-Node parameters: 

 

Computation complexity and power efficiency are among the computations which reveal 

the per-node performance of routing mechanisms. 

 

 Per-link parameters: 

 

Per-link parameters include link quality, channel utilization, transmission rate and 

congestion. 

 

 Inter-flow parameters:  

 

These parameters consider the interaction between the different traffic flows on various 

links such as inter-flow interference and fairness 

 

 Network-wide parameters:  

 

For the general performance enhancement of the network and for the support of QoS for 

each traffic flow, the network-wide parameters such as total throughput of the network 

are considered.  

 

There are two groups of performance indicators from the users’ point of view, which are [1]: 

 

 Direct Performance Parameters: 

 

The users are directly affected from these parameters. The examples are QoS, throughput 

and power efficiency.  

 

 Indirect Performance Parameters: 

 

These are invisible to the users and they indirectly affect the QoS, throughput and power 

efficiency experienced by the user.  

 

It is a complicated task to optimize a performance routing metric which captures all of the 

indicated parameters [1]. Routing mechanisms only consider some subset of the routing 

parameters mentioned above. In this work, following metrics are considered for the 

assessment of routing performances: 
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4.1 End-to-End Delay 
 

End-to-End delay considers the total time elapsed while a packet is transmitted from its 

source to its destination across a network. In an uncongested network, which contains N-1 

routers between source and destination nodes, end-to-end delay is calculated with the 

following formula [28]: 

 

dend-end = N (dproc + dtrans + dprop)  

where; 

dproc: the processing delay at each router and source host 

dtrans: L(packet size)/R(transmission rate in bits per second) 

dprop: propogation delay on each link  

(1) 

 

In a wireless channel, the duration while a packet is buffered at network layer before being 

serviced by MAC layer and the possible failures of MAC transmission are important sources 

of delay [29].   

 

4.2 Packet Loss Ratio 
 

Because of the limited queuing capacity of the routers and the nodes of the network, packets 

are likely to be dropped upon reaching a full queue. As long as the intensity of the network 

traffic increases, the network is likely to experience more packets which never emerge to 

their destinations. Although a packet might be retransmitted, lost packet rate significantly 

reveals performance characteristics of a WMN, in addition to the end-to-end delay [28]. 

 

4.3 Per-Hop Trip Time (RTT) 
 

Unicast probe packets can be used in order to measure per-hop RTT [5]. This procedure 

includes measuring the time elapsed for the probe-ack procedure. Numerous samples are 

processed through weighted moving average; hence one sample cannot depict the complete 

link status. The combination of the per-hop RTTs reveals the total RTT for a routing path. 

The measurements are executed at the network layer although per-hop RTT characterizes 

link performances.   

 

There are two concerns which prevent per-hop RTT from being an effective performance 

indicator. The first concern is that the dependence on traffic load and queuing delay 

decreases its accuracy [5]. The second concern is resulted from the reliance to the weighted 

moving average scheme. Too large variations on the measurements cause unreliable 

calculations of per-hop RTT, regardless of the employed moving average weight.  

 

4.4 Adaptation to the Link Quality 
 

The link quality of a WMN is considerably inconsistent due to following factors [5]: 

 

 Links between the nodes are prone to attenuation effects such as fading and 

interference, moreover links can be completely down.  

 Nodes might be mobile, new nodes might join the network while current nodes 

might leave the network or they might turn down.  
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 Load balancing and traffic distribution are strictly related to each other in WMNs. 

This relation causes dynamic routing paths and varying link quality. 

 

For the reasons stated above, the routing mechanism of a WMN must be robust to the 

changes in the link quality.  

 

4.5 Throughput 
 

The throughput performance of WMN is a key factor for deciding the scalability 

characteristic of a routing mechanism [1]. With respect to the need for the signaling 

messages of the routing protocols, the throughput of a WMN without enough scalability is 

likely to decrease significantly with the increased number of the nodes.  Throughput on a 

single link can be calculated with following formula [23]:  

 

 

 

(3) 

Where; 

D: Delay of link 

R: Serving rate of link 

P: Number of payload bits per packet 

H: Number of header bits per packer 

K: Number of packets per window 

 

4.6 Convergence Latency 
   

A routing mechanism must be able to properly discover the topology of the regarding 

network and form its routing paths according to this topology. WMN routing mechanisms 

generally follow a distributed topology discovery rather than centralized approaches for the 

reasons arising from their distributed multi-hop characteristics. Following concepts are 

decisive for the value of convergence latency [5]: 

 

 Frequency of information exchange: Although sufficient information exchange 

between the nodes is vital for adapting the changes in the topology, too frequent 

information messages would waste the network resources. 

 Contents of signaling messages: The signaling messages should be optimized 

regarding the mechanisms of routing protocol to reduce the protocol overhead.  

 Approach for information exchange: A decision between unicasting or broadcasting 

methods should be given to maintain the balance between the overhead of the 

messages and the accuracy of the topology information [5].    
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5 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 
 

5.1 Simulation Software 
 

5.1.1 OMNeT++ Simulator 
 

OMNeT++ simulation IDE extends the functionalities of Eclipse platform enabling users to 

creating and configuring models, performing batch executions and analyzing the simulation 

results [31]. It is component-based, modular and open-architecture, therefore very open for 

extensions. Popularity of OMNeT++ in academia is increasing due to its open-source models 

and frameworks and online documentation. We have used OMNeT++ 4.1 version for our 

simulations. 

  

5.1.2 INETMANET Framework 
 

INETMANET Framework contains additional protocols and components which are 

extremely useful for the simulation of wireless communication networks on OMNeT++. It 

offers various propagation models, link layer protocols, mobile routing protocols, mobility 

models, application models and allows further development through the Github. It is possible 

to implement networks employing AODV, OLSR and B.A.T.M.A.N routing or MPLS 

mechanisms on OMNeT++ thanks to INETMANET framework [32].  

 

5.2 Simulation Configuration 
 

5.2.1 Architecture for the Simulations 
 

The simulation architecture is designed in order to observe the characteristics of a WMN 

under a cellular topology as depicted in the figures on next page. The nodes are positioned at 

equal distances from each other. This approach maintains an easier basis for observing the 

routing characteristics. There are total of 19 nodes forming a peer-to-peer client WMN. Each 

node has 6 neighboring nodes in its coverage area and can only transmit to or receive from 

its neighbors. The blue circles centered at nodes mark their coverage areas.   
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Figure 8: Default Simulation Architecture 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Coverage Areas of the Nodes 

 

5.2.2 Simulation Initialization Values 
 

The values used for the initial setup of simulations are stated in the table below. The 

modifications on these values for the specific initialization of different simulation scenarios 

are stated in the further chapters.  
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MAC maximum Queue Size  15 

MAC and Radio bitrate 54 Mbps 

Radio Sensitivity  -79 dBm 

Channel Carrier Frequency 2.4 GHz 

Maximum Sending Power  20mW 

Signal Attenuation Threshold -110 dBm 

UDP Application Type  UDP Basic Burst 

UDP Application Message Length 1024B 

UDP Application Message Frequency uniform(0.1s,0.3s) 

Message Frequency Jitter uniform(-0.001s,0.001s) 

Radio Transmitter Power 0.5mW 

Radio Thermal Noise -110dBm 

Radio Sensitivity -85dBm 

Radio Operation Mode 802.11g 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio Threshold 4dB 

Simulation Duration 600s 

Table 1: Default Simulation Initialization Values 

 

5.3 Simulation Phase 
 

5.3.1 End-to-End Delay 
 

5.3.1.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

End-to-End delay is measured for each host for the UDP traffic generated by the initiation 

values stated in chapter 5.2.2. The values belong to the 600s stable period after 300s of 

warm-up. The average end-to-end delay for all of the nodes belonging to the network is 

calculated.  The results are given in the table below: 

 

Routing Mechanism End-to-End Mean Delay  

(in Seconds) 

End-to-End Deviation Delay 

(in Seconds) 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.001224 0.001278 

OLSR 0.001142 0.001237 

AODV 0.005124 0.050140 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 

0.007568 

 

0.008307 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.001739 0.002316 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.004396 0.024323 

LWMPLS 0.001509 0.001631 

Table 2: End-to End Delays 
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5.3.1.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

  
Figure 10: End-to-end Delay  

 

AODV has higher average end-to-end delay compared to the other routing mechanisms 

(except B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS) due to its on-demand character. It is time consuming 

for AODV to establish routes upon the initiation of a session. The introduction of routing 

protocols to LWMPLS network layer degrades the performance of LWMPLS.  

 

These results point out that the centralized information resulted from the table driven 

proactive routing of OLSR is significantly effective to minimize the delay. Although 

B.A.T.M.A.N does not employ centralized routing information, it has delays almost as low 

as OLSR. This means that the OGM concept of B.A.T.M.A.N is very effective and quick to 

select the best routes.      

 

5.3.2 Packet Loss Ratio 
 

5.3.2.1 Simulation setup and Results 

 

The number of the UDP packets which fail to reach their destinations is divided by the total 

number of packets. The average packet loss rate is calculated for all of the nodes in the 

network: 

 

Routing Mechanism Packet Loss Ratio 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.000022 

OLSR 0.000183 

AODV 0.001651 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.007550 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.001024 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.000286 

LWMPLS   0.000145 

Table 3: Packet Loss Ratio 
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5.3.2.2 Interpretation of the Simulation Results 

 

 
Figure 11: Packet Loss Ratio 

 

Our simulation results reveal that B.A.T.M.A.N, OLSR and LWMPLS have very low PLRs. 

Introduction of AODV, B.A.T.M.A.N or OLSR to the network layer of LWMPLS do not 

have positive results.  

 

5.3.3 Hop-to-Hop Delay 
 

5.3.3.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

UDP Application Message Frequency 0.2s 

UDP Application Message Length 512B 

Table 4: Specific initialization values for hop-to-hop delay simulation 

 

This section presents the end-to-end UDP traffic delay values with respect to the number of 

forwarding nodes between the host and destination. The results reveal how fast the routing 

mechanisms can route packets in a network with increasing number of nodes; therefore they 

are useful to compare the scalability of the protocols. .   

 

To enable accurate determination of the hop-to-hop delay, no background traffic is 

introduced to the network. A warm-up period of 300 s helps to make the measurements for 

the stable state of network.  

 

Only two nodes generate UDP traffic. The delay values of the UDP traffic with the nodes at 

varied routing distances from each other are observed as follows: 
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Routing 

Mechanism 

Mean Delay for 1 

Hop 

Mean Delay for 2 

Hops 

Mean Delay for 3 

Hops 

Mean Delay for 4 

Hops 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.000165±0.00013 0.000590±0.00023 0.001066±0.00032 0.001479±0.00039 

OLSR 0.000144±0.00003 0.000543±0.00014 0.000996±0.00042 0.001483±0.00062 

AODV 0.000145±0.00004 0.000549±0.00016 0.000937±0.00030 0.001426±0.00050 

B.A.T.M.A.N 

with 

LWMPLS 

0.002601±0.002487 0.002767±0.00273 0.005107±0.00373 0.005850±0.00442 

OLSR with 

LWMPLS 

0.000226±0.00028 0.000984±0.00066 0.001557±0.00074 0.002508±0.00127 

AODV with 

LWMPLS 

0.000203±0.00030 0.000851±0.00079 0.001473±0.00150 0.002285±0.00258 

LWMPLS 0.000150±0.00006 0.000806±0.00039 0.001274±0.00060 0.002014±0.00080 

Table 5: Mean Delay Values per Hop Distance (in Seconds) 

 

5.3.3.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

 
Figure 12: Hop-to-Hop Delay 

 

Hop-to-Hop delay values indicate that B.A.T.M.A.N, OLSR and AODV have very close 

performance in a link, which is dedicated to the traffic of the UDP session. LWMPLS has 

slightly higher delays. Introducing network layer route discovery worsens the performance 

of LWMPLS. 

 

These results reveal that in lack of background traffic, the formation of label switched paths 

do not offer any advantage for hop-to-hop delay values. On the contrary, the extra time 

required to build the label switched paths reduces the performance of the network as the hop 

count increases.  
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5.3.4 Adaptation to the Link Quality 
 

5.3.4.1 Simulation setup and Results 

 

Thermal Noise -95dBm/-94dBm 

Table 6: Specific initialization values for thermal noise simulation 

 

To be able to determine the adaptation capabilities of the routing mechanisms to the link 

quality, the Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) for altered thermal noise values are measured.  

 

Routing Mechanism PLR for -95dBm Thermal 

noise 

PLR for -94dBm Thermal 

noise 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.031283 0.546657 

OLSR 0.057773 0.569215 

AODV 0.059487 0.503544 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 

0.110381 0.629436 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.128160 0.729685 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.071967 0.683928 

LWMPLS 0.062911 0.562463 

Table 7: Packet Loss Rate for Extreme Thermal Noise 

 

Second test applied to the network is to observe its reaction to failing nodes. The scenario 

manager shuts seven nodes at the center of the network (“host1”,”host2”, “host3”,”host4”, 

“host5”,”host6” and “host7”) down 300s after the warm-up period is over. Comparison of 

packet loss rate between the time period before the shutdown operation and after the shut 

down operation reveals the adaptation performance of routing mechanisms to the link 

quality. Packet loss measurements only include the non-failing nodes. Thermal noise value is 

set back to its default value. Scenario file for the failing nodes is given in the Appendix.3. 

Following figure visualizes the failing nodes with cross shaped markings. 

 

 
Figure 13: Visualization of Failing Nodes 
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Simulation Period 300 seconds 

Table 8: Specific Initialization Values for Failing Nodes Simulation 

 

Routing Mechanism Packet Loss Ratio Before 

Shutdown Operation at 

300s 

Packet Loss Ratio After 

Shutdown Operation at 

600s 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.000019314 0.000111253 

OLSR 0.000174 0.000890026 

AODV 0.001992 0.004506008 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 

0.00611927 0.008324292 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.001101 0.003609823 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.000222519 0.000453676 

LWMPLS 0.000155 0.000366771 

Table 9: Packet Loss Ratio after Specified Nodes Shut Down 

5.3.4.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

 
Figure 14: Packet Loss Rate in High Thermal Noise Conditions 

 

The packet loss rate for higher thermal noise rate reveal that B.A.T.M.A.N protocol is able to 

work efficiently even in an environment with thermal noise rate as high as -95dBm. Thermal 

noise with magnitude of -94dBm results in significant amount of packet losses for all of the 

routing mechanisms.   
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Figure 15: Packet Loss Rate in a Network with Failing Nodes 

 

B.A.T.M.A.N also routes efficiently in a network with failing nodes. The OGMs 

successfully determine available paths after the certain nodes in the network are shut down. 

AODV can also adapt to networks with failing nodes thanks to its “RERR” messages, which 

notifies the hosts about the broken links.   

 

B.A.T.M.A.N outperforms any other routing mechanisms in a network with high rate of 

thermal noise (-95dBm) and failing nodes. These results support the claim of its developers 

that B.A.T.M.A.N is optimized for the networks with unreliable links [23].    

 

5.3.5 Per Flow Throughput 
 

5.3.5.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

udpApp[0].messageLength  25000B /30000B/50000B/60000B 

ahost12.udpAppType   UDPBasicBurst 

ahost16.udpAppType   UDPSink 

Table 10: Specific initialization values for this chapter 

 

The throughput is measured for the UDP traffic between “ahost12” and “ahost16”. In this 

approach, the calculated values reflect the capacity of one single link rather than the capacity 

of whole network. The message frequency of UDP is adjusted so that the radio bit rate can 

be optimally utilized and the MAC queues would not get flooded because of excessive 

network traffic.    

 

For the accurate determination of the routing mechanism performances, only the UDP traffic 

is considered for the calculation of the throughput, which means that signaling messages are 

ignored. The throughput of the selected link is measured as follows: 
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Routing 

Mechanism 

Throughput 

for UDP  

message length 

: 25000B 

Throughput 

for UDP  

message length 

: 30000B 

Throughput 

for UDP  

message length 

: 50000B 

Throughput 

for UDP  

message length 

: 60000B 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.72861Mbps 1.1045Mbps 1.2665Mbps 0.45776Mbps 

OLSR 0.92316Mbps 1.0350Mbps 1.2703 Mbps 0.43945Mbps 

AODV 0.90790Mbps 0.92052Mbps 0.75150Mbps 0.20142Mbps 

B.A.T.M.A.N 

with 

LWMPLS 

0.91934Mbps 1.1124Mbps 0.45013Mbps 0.32959Mbps 

OLSR with 

LWMPLS 

0.88120Mbps 0.85602Mbps 0.35858Mbps 0.23804Mbps 

AODV with 

LWMPLS 

0.90408Mbps 0.94299Mbps 0.63215Mbps 0.23542Mbps 

LWMPLS 0.85068Mbps 1.0458Mbps 0.75150Mbps 0.073242Mbps 

Table 11: Per Flow Throughput 

 

5.3.5.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

 
Figure 16: Per Flow Throughput 

 

Our simulation results support the general statement in the literature that AODV performs 

better in networks with light traffic load but it causes extensive overheads and packet losses, 

therefore it has a lower throughput for higher traffic loads [35]. On the other hand, OLSR 

efficiently routes heavy traffic load because of periodic and constant updates in its routing 

tables. B.A.T.M.A.N can maintain almost as high throughput as OLSR. The label switched 

paths of LWMPLS maintain a comparatively stable throughput rate unless the size of UDP 

messages increase extremely. Introducing routing protocols to network layer of LWMPLS 

reduces its performance.  
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5.3.6 Convergence Latency 
 

5.3.6.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

The exact durations needed before the all of the network nodes complete their Routing 

Tables are as follows: 

 

Routing Mechanism Convergence Latency Duration in Seconds 

B.A.T.M.A.N 14.3 

OLSR 11.64 

AODV NA 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 9.9 

OLSR with LWMPLS 5.66 

AODV with LWMPLS NA 

LWMPLS NA 

Table 12: Convergence Latency 

 

The assessment methodology at this chapter is not applicable for AODV, LWMPLS and 

LWMPLS with AODV because they do not employ a complete routing table. 

 

5.3.6.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

 
Figure 17: Time required for the Convergence of Routing Tables 

 

The developers of B.A.T.M.A.N claim that it converges the routes faster than OLSR [24] 

and the tests on real world test-beds support their assertion [40]. Although our simulation 

results indicate contradictory results to their statements, it should be taken into account that 

our simulation topology is in favor of OLSR. Hexagonal neighborhood scheme enables 

MPRs to reach many nodes efficiently.   
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5.3.7 Scalability 
 

5.3.7.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

To determine for the scalability abilities of the routing mechanisms, the topology of the 

network is altered with introduction of extra nodes. The expectation from the simulations 

described in this chapter is collecting data to evaluate the performances of the routing 

mechanism in a larger network compared to the default network topology employed in the 

previous chapters. The proposed topology with 29 nodes is given in the following figure: 

 

 
Figure18: Simulation Topology for Scalability 

 

Following values are collected from simulations, which run the initialization values stated in 

Chapter 5.2.2.  

 

Routing Mechanism End-to-End Mean Delay 

(in Seconds) 

End-to-End Deviation 

Delay (in Seconds) 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.002729 0.003635 

OLSR 0.002358 0.003178 

AODV 0.038820 0.258341 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 0.051760 0.088564 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.209735 0.740125 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.196212 0.537582 

LWMPLS 0.003481 0.004465 

Table 13: Average End-to-End Delay Values for Extended Network 
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The results for Packet Loss Ratio of entire network are given in the following table. 

 

Routing Mechanism Packet Loss Ratio 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.002729 

OLSR 0.004814 

AODV 0.010788 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.210378 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.192334 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.094279 

LWMPLS with MAC layer routing  0.004672 

Table 14: Packet Loss Ratios for Extended Network 

5.3.7.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

Following chart shows end-to-end mean and deviation delay for the larger network with 29 

nodes. It also shows the increase in end-to-end delay and its standard deviation compared to 

the network with 19 nodes. The immediate observation is that B.A.T.M.A.N and OLSR 

perform better in a larger network. Once their routing tables are converged, these protocols 

enable network traffic with low end-to-end delay. AODV is unable to compete in a larger 

network with dynamic traffic in terms of delay. It has large delay values because producing 

new links for rapidly starting UDP sessions between random host and destination nodes is 

not a time efficient approach. The reactive design of AODV causes route discovery delays 

while determining for a new route. Delay values of LWMPLS are nearly as low as 

B.A.T.M.A.N and OLSR, while introducing routing protocols to its network layer decreases 

its performance.   

 

 
Figure 19: End-to-end delay and incriment in the delay for the network with additional nodes 
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Routing Mechanism Increase of End-to-End 

delay 

Increase of Delay Std. 

Deviation  

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.001504 0.002357 

OLSR 0.001216 0.001941 

AODV 0.033696 0.208201 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.044192 0.080257 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.207996 0.737809 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.191816 0.51326 

LWMPLS 0.001972 0.002834 

Table 15: Increase of delay and delay std. deviation compared to the previous network with 

19 nodes 

 

The observation on the packet loss ratios reveals that B.A.T.M.A.N protocol scales 

successfully thanks to OGM concept, which enables routing over the most reliable nodes 

with minimum packet loss as seen on following chart: 

 

 
Figure 20: Packet Loss Ratio for Larger Scaled Network and Increase in the Packet Loss in 

Comparison to Smaller Network 

 

5.3.8 Energy Consumption 
 

5.3.8.1 Simulation Setup and Results 

 

This section concentrates on the energy consumption characteristics of the routing 

mechanisms due to their influence on WLAN interface. OMNeT++ INETMANET 

framework categorizes the radio states of WLAN interface cards as follows: 

 

WLAN state Assigned Value for the Radio State 

IDLE 0 

RECEIVE 1 

TRANSMIT 2 

Table 16: Assigned Values for the WLAN Radio States of INETMANET 
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In simulation procedure, the output vectors record the assigned values for the states of the 

WLAN with respect to the time. The time-average values of the output vectors aim to depict 

the energy consumption of the routing mechanisms.  

 

Among the WLAN states available in OMNeT++ INETMANET framework, the least power 

consumption belongs to the IDLE Radio state while the “RECEIVE” state consumes more 

power and the “TRASMIT” state consumes the most power. [34] categorizes the power 

consumption sources according to the NIC modes of PC4800 interface as follows: 

 

 Power Consumption in mW 

IC/Mode Idle Transmit Receive 

MAC 40 125 125 

Baseband 23 33 100 

IF Modem 10 400 500 

Dual Freq. Synth. 0.075 40 40 

RF/IF converter 0.05 300 100 

Low noise amp. 10 400 500 

RF power amp. off 1600 off 

max. total power ~110 ~2500 ~900 

 

The initialization values stated in chapter 5.2.2 are applied for the simulations covered in this 

chapter. The average values of the Radio State are calculated for the output vectors of entire 

network nodes, and the results are depicted below: 

 

Routing Mechanism Average Value for Radio State 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.584217 

OLSR 0.579192 

AODV 0.587366 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.595485 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.588852 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.596988 

LWMPLS 0.582385 

Table 17: Average WLAN Radio Values 

 

Although the table above gives an initial idea, further calculations are required in order to 

characterize the power consumption of the routing protocols. The calculations above are only 

valid for a hypothetical assumption where the idle state consumes minimal power, therefore 

accepted as 0 units as an offset, receive state consumes 1 unit of power and transmit state 

consumes two units of power. Energy efficiency is a performance parameter which mainly 

concerns the node performance. For the further measurements and calculations, the node at 

the center of the network (host1) is considered. The following table gives the time average 

percentages of the radio states for host1: 
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Routing Mechanism 
 

Percentage for the Radio State 

IDLE RECEIVE TRANSMIT 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.49929 0.40805 0.092664 

OLSR 0.49951 0.41636 0.084139 

AODV 0.49905 0.41460 0.086347 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 

0.49946 0.42936 0.071177 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.49870 

 

0.40802 0.093281 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.49961 

 

0.42849 0.071892 

LWMPLS 0.49981 0.43713 0.063062 

Table 18: Percentages for WLAN Radio States   

 

In order to approximate the power consumption of the routing mechanisms, the power 

consumption values given for PC4800 NIC are applied to the radio state vectors of the 

central node (host1). The approximate power consumption values of the selected node with 

different routing mechanisms are given in the following table:   

 

Routing Mechanism Approximate Power Consumption (in 

mW) 

B.A.T.M.A.N 658.20 

OLSR 640.01 

AODV 648.75 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 618.85 

OLSR with LWMPLS 655.28 

AODV with LWMPLS 615.63 

LWMPLS 597.84 

Table 19: Approximate Power Consumption of Host 1 

 

Power consumption approximation calculations are carried out for a single node at the center 

of the network, to observe the consistency of the calculated values.   

 

5.3.8.2 Interpretation of the Results 

 

Following chart depicts the average value of radio states based on statistical information 

collected from all of the nodes of the network.  
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Figure 21: Average Value for Radio States 

 

These results might seem unexpected, since they are contradictory to the general view on the 

literature, which point OLSR as a protocol with low energy efficiency due to its high routing 

messages overhead [27]. On the other hand, two cruicial features make OLSR as the most 

energy efficient routing mechanism according to our results, which are [39]: 

 

 Neigborhood Discovery:  

Periodic Hello messages inform each node with its one-hop and two-hop 

neighborhood. The nodes independently choose their MPR among their one-hop 

neighbors. MPRs reduce the amount of control messages and minimize the 

generation of flooding messages, since only MPRs produce these types of messges 

in OLSR networks.  

 

 Topology dissemination:  

 

Each node is supplied with topology information and compute its routing table so 

that the shortest route is effectively determined.  

 

Following table shows the mean number of hops a UDP packet travels for a minimum 4 hop 

distance (from ahost12 to ahost16 in the network contatining 19 nodes with default settings): 

 

Routing Mechanism Hop Count Mean  

B.A.T.M.A.N 4.419729 

OLSR 4.300037 

AODV 5.012658 

Table 20: Avarage Hop Count  for a Packet which has minimal 4 hop distance between its 

host and destination 

 

Introducing B.A.T.M.A.N, OLSR and AODV routing protocols to the network layer of 

LWMPLS and discovering the routes from the network layer increases the energy 

consumption, hence they add extra overhead. 

 

These results reveal that OLSR maintains a shorter routing path, therefore reduces the ratio 

of transmit and receive radio states. It should be noted that our measurements are based on 

the radio state and the required energy resources for the computational cost is out of our 

scope. Following charts belongs to the central node of the network:  
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Figure 22: Percentage of the Radio States of the central node 

 

 
Figure 23: Avarage power consumption approximation of the central node 

 

These charts reveal that the central node follows the results derived for the entire network 

except that LWMPLS is more energy efficient. It is an interesting consequence because we 

can understand that LWMPLS distributes traffic more efficiently and it protects the central 

nodes from becoming overly utilized.  

 

A final note on energy considerations is that these results reflect a network in which each 

host equally contributes to the traffic and there are no idle nodes. AODV is likely to be more 

energy efficient in a network with light traffic and idle nodes. On contrary, in a network with 

a dense traffic, AODV generates much more routing overhead for finding routes ad repairing 

broken links [40], which results more transmit states and power consumption. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This report evaluates and compares the routing mechanisms for WMNs. It begins with 

introduction of WMN architectures and basics of routing mechanisms. The WMNs are 

finding themselves wider area of applications and it is important to evaluate the performance 

of the routing mechanisms of WMNs to uncover their total potential. Deciding for the 

competence of B.A.T.M.A.N protocol and comparing it to OLSR, AODV and wireless 

MPLS mechanisms is the primary aim of our work. 

 

In order to acquire a wide aspect to the performance criteria OMNeT++ simulator program is 

chosen. Thanks to its open and modular architecture, OMNeT++ has allowed us to carry out 

comprehensive simulations helping us to compare the routing mechanism according to 

several performance indicators.  

 

These simulation results prove that B.A.T.M.A.N maintains a stable operation and performs 

considerably well in networks with varying link qualities or failing nodes. It has low packet 

loss rate even in environments with extremely high thermal noise. In addition it has end-to-

end delay values nearly as low as OLSR protocol in spite of the fact that B.A.T.M.A.N does 

not generate excessive overhead like traditional proactive routing protocols. These features 

nominate B.A.T.M.A.N to be employed vastly in the WMNs of future.  

 

OLSR is still a good choice for networks with dense traffic load and strong computational 

resources because its source routing mechanism. MPR concept is successful in providing the 

most efficient path information to the whole network so that the packets can reach their 

destinations through minimal path number. Thanks to this efficiency in routing, OLSR is 

also an energy saving protocol for the networks with dense load. 

 

As a reactive protocol, AODV is ideal for networks with modest computational power and 

relatively light traffic.  The advantage of AODV that it does not create overhead for inactive 

nodes turn out to be a disadvantage as the traffic load increases, the lack of network topology 

information causes AODV to underperform.  

 

Introduction of MPLS to WMNs is a very promising concept since it will allow faster 

routing through label switched paths and ease the application of QoS policies. Although 

LWMPLS did not outperform OLSR or B.A.T.M.A.N according to our simulation results, 

researchers are developing various solutions for wireless MPLS routing and these methods 

are expected to gain popularity soon.    

 

The developers of B.A.T.M.A.N have recently introduced batman-adv, which operates on 

layer 2 in form of Linux kernel module. They report the advantages of this implementation 

as being independent from network layer protocol, allowing nodes without IP to join WMN, 

easy integration and roaming of mobile clients, optimizing data flow (i.e. with forward error 

correction).  

 

Regarding current performance of B.A.T.M.A.N and potential of wireless MPLS 

applications, these protocols are interesting for cross-layer design.  The combination of these 

protocols would release valuable results for the future of WMNs. 
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APPENDIX  

A.1 NETWORK DESCRIPTION (NED) FILES 
 

The Ned Files for the Networks with 19 hosts are given below: 

A.1.1 Ned File For Non-MPLS Networks: 
 

package mesh; 

 
import inet.base.MMapBoard; 

import inet.applications.udpapp.UDPSink; 

import inet.applications.udpapp.UDPVideoStreamSvr; 

import inet.examples.wireless.throughput.WirelessAPWithSink; 
import inet.world.traci.TraCIScenarioManager; 

import inet.underTest.channels.LinkFailureManager; 

import inet.underTest.wpan.Isabel.Analysis.AnalysisEnergy; 
import inet.world.NAMTrace; 

import inet.networklayer.extras.FailureManager; 

import inet.linklayer.ppp.ThruputMeter; 
import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.MobileManetRoutingMesh; 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.BasicMobileManetMesh; 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.BasicFixManetMesh; 
import inet.world.ScenarioManager; 

import inet.networklayer.mpls.MPLS; 

import inet.applications.udpapp.UDPBasicBurst; 
import inet.transport.udp.UDP; 

import inet.networklayer.autorouting.FlatNetworkConfigurator; 

import inet.world.ChannelControl; 
import inet.nodes.adhoc.FixManetRoutingHostShare; 

import inet.nodes.inet.ExtRouter; 

import inet.nodes.ethernet.EtherHost; 
 

 

// 
// TODO auto-generated type 

// 
network _06skko 

{ 

    @display("bgb=696,637"); 
    submodules: 

        host1: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=300,300"); 
        } 

        host2: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=300,350"); 
        } 

        channelControl: ChannelControl { 

 
            playgroundSizeX = 2000; 

            playgroundSizeY = 2000; 

 
            @display("p=464,52"); 

        } 

        flatNetworkConfigurator: FlatNetworkConfigurator { 
            @display("p=277,48"); 

        } 

        host3: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=300,250"); 

        } 

        host4: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=257,275"); 

        } 

        host5: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=343,275"); 

        } 

        host6: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=256,325"); 

        } 
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        host7: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=343,325"); 

        } 

        host8: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=257,375"); 

        } 

        host9: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=300,400"); 

        } 

        host10: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=343,375"); 

        } 

        ahost11: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=213,350"); 

             

        } 
        host12: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=213,300"); 

        } 
        host13: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=213,250"); 

        } 
 

        host14: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=257,225"); 
        } 

        host15: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=300,200"); 
        } 

 

        host16: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=387,300"); 

             

        } 
 

        host17: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 

            @display("p=343,225"); 
        } 

 

        ahost18: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=387,250"); 

        } 

        host19: FixManetRoutingHostShare { 
            @display("p=387,350"); 

        } 

 
 

        //       scenarioManager: ScenarioManager { 

        //            @display("p=269,115"); 
        //        } 

        namTrace: NAMTrace { 

            @display("p=98,53"); 

        } 

    connections: 
} 

 

A.1.2 Ned File For LWMPLS Networks: 
 
package mesh; 
 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.MobileManetRoutingMesh; 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.BasicMobileManetMesh; 
import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.BasicFixManetMesh; 

import inet.world.ScenarioManager; 

import inet.networklayer.mpls.MPLS; 
import inet.applications.udpapp.UDPBasicBurst; 

import inet.transport.udp.UDP; 

import inet.networklayer.autorouting.FlatNetworkConfigurator; 
import inet.world.ChannelControl; 

import inet.nodes.adhoc.FixManetRoutingHostShare; 

import inet.nodes.inet.ExtRouter; 
import inet.nodes.ethernet.EtherHost; 

 

import inet.networklayer.autorouting.FlatNetworkConfigurator; 
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import inet.nodes.adhoc.MobileHost; 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.MobileManetRoutingMesh; 

import inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc.BasicMobileManetMesh; 

import inet.world.ChannelControl; 
 

 

// 
// TODO auto-generated type 

// 

network Mplsli 
{ 

    @display("bgb=696,637"); 

    submodules: 
        host1: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=300,300"); 

        } 
        host2: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=300,350"); 

        } 
        channelControl: ChannelControl { 

 

            playgroundSizeX = 2000; 
            playgroundSizeY = 2000; 

 

            @display("p=464,52"); 
        } 

        flatNetworkConfigurator: FlatNetworkConfigurator { 

            @display("p=277,48"); 
        } 

        host3: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=300,250"); 
        } 

        host4: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=257,275"); 
        } 

        host5: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=343,275"); 
        } 

        host6: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=256,325"); 
        } 

        host7: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=343,325"); 
        } 

        host8: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=257,375"); 
        } 

        host9: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=300,400"); 
        } 

        host10: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=343,375"); 

        } 

        host11: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 
            @display("p=213,300"); 

        } 

        ahost12: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 
            @display("p=213,350"); 

        } 

        host13: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 
            @display("p=213,250"); 

        } 

 
        host14: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=257,225"); 

        } 
        host15: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=300,200"); 

        } 

 

        ahost16: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=387,250"); 
        } 

 

        host17: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 
            @display("p=343,225"); 
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        } 

 

        host18: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=387,300"); 
        } 

        host19: MobileManetRoutingMesh { 

            @display("p=387,350"); 
        } 

 

 
    //      scenarioManager: ScenarioManager { 

    //          @display("p=269,115"); 

    //      } 
    connections: 

} 

 

 

A.2 NETWORK INITIALIZATION (INI) FILES 
 

A.2.1 Example INI File For Non-LWMPLS Networks: 
 

 
 

#adapted from mmap_example initialization  

 
[General] 

network = skm._06skko 
output-vectors-memory-limit = 1000MB 

seed-0-mt = 5 

num-rngs = 2 
**.vector-recording = false 

**.scalar-recording =  true 

**.module-eventlog-recording = false 
**.bitrate = 54Mbps 

**.sensitivity = -79dBm   #to change coverage 

 
# channel physical parameters 

*.channelControl.carrierFrequency = 2.4GHz 

*.channelControl.pMax = 20 mW  #to change coverage, original value was 2.0 
*.channelControl.sat = -110dBm 

*.channelControl.alpha = 2 

*.channelControl.numChannels = 1 
*.channelControl.propagationModel = "FreeSpaceModel"  

 

**.ahost*.numUdpApps = 1 
 

**.ahost1.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost2.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost3.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost4.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost5.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost6.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost7.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost8.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost9.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost10.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost11.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost12.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost13.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost14.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost15.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost16.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost17.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost18.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost19.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
 

**.ahost*.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   

**.ahost2.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   
**.ahost3.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost4.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
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**.ahost5.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost6.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost7.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost8.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost9.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost10.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)  

**.ahost11.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)  
**.ahost12.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost13.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost14.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost15.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost16.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost17.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost18.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   

**.ahost19.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

 
 

 

**.ahost*.udpAppType = "UDPBasicBurst" 
**.ahost*.udpApp[0].destAddresses = "random_name(ahost)" 

**.ahost*.udpApp[0].localPort = 1234 

**.ahost*.udpApp[0].destPort = 1234 
 

 

#failing nodes case 
**.bhost*.numUdpApps = 1 

**.bhost*.udpAppType = "UDPBasicBurst" 

**.bhost*.udpApp[0].destAddresses = "random_name(bhost)" 
 

**.bhost*.udpApp[0].localPort = 1235 

**.bhost*.udpApp[0].destPort = 1235 
**.bhost*.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.host11.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

 
**.bhost*.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  0.2s 

 

 
**.udpApp[0].message_freq_jitter = uniform(-0.001s,0.001s) 

**.udpApp[0].burstDuration = 0s 

**.udpApp[0].activeBurst=true # not the same destination for all packets 
**.udpApp[0].time_off = 0s 

**.udpApp[0].time_end = 0s 

**.udpApp[0].limitDelay = 20s 
**.udpApp[0].rand_generator = 1 

 

 
**.wlan.radio.transmitterPower = 0.5mW 

**.wlan.radio.pathLossAlpha = 2 

**.wlan.radio.snirThreshold = 4dB  # in dB 
**.wlan.radio.bitrate = 54Mbps    

**.wlan.radio.sensitivity = -85dBm     

**.wlan.radio.phyOpMode = "g" #1/2  802.11b/802.11g-only 

**.wlan.radio.berTableFile="per_table_80211g_Trivellato.dat" 

 
# test parameters 

 

**.scenarioManager.script = xmldoc("tezscenario.xml") 
 

**.wlan.radio.thermalNoise = -110dBm 

**.routingProtocol = "OLSR" 
 

 

 
**.maxQueueSize =  15 

**.udpApp[0].messageLength= 1024B # Bytes 

 

A.2.2 Example INI File For LWMPLS Enabled Networks: 
 

[General] 

network = skm.Mplsli 
seed-0-mt = 5 

num-rngs = 2 

**.module-eventlog-recording = false 
**.maxQueueSize =  15 
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**.bitrate = 54Mbps 

**.sensitivity = -79dBm   #to change coverage 

 

# channel physical parameters 
*.channelControl.carrierFrequency = 2.4GHz 

*.channelControl.pMax = 20 mW  #to change coverage, original value was 2.0 

*.channelControl.sat = -110dBm 
*.channelControl.alpha = 2 

*.channelControl.numChannels = 1 

*.channelControl.propagationModel = "FreeSpaceModel"  
output-vectors-memory-limit = 1000MB 

seed-0-mt = 5 

num-rngs = 2 
 

**.vector-recording = false 

**.scalar-recording =  true 
**.module-eventlog-recording = false 

 

**.bitrate = 54Mbps 
**.sensitivity = -79dBm   #to change coverage 

 

# channel physical parameters 
*.channelControl.carrierFrequency = 2.4GHz 

*.channelControl.pMax = 20 mW  #to change coverage, original value was 2.0 

*.channelControl.sat = -110dBm 
*.channelControl.alpha = 2 

*.channelControl.numChannels = 1 

*.channelControl.propagationModel = "FreeSpaceModel"  
 

**.host*.numUdpApps = 1 

 
**.ahost*.numUdpApps = 1 

 

 
**.ahost1.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost2.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost3.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost4.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost5.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost6.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost7.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost8.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost9.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost10.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost11.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost12.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost13.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost14.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost15.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 
**.ahost16.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost17.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost18.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

**.ahost19.udpApp[0].time_begin = uniform(50s,60s,0.01) 

 
**.ahost1.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   

**.ahost2.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   

**.ahost3.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost4.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost5.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost6.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost7.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost8.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost9.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost10.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)  

**.ahost11.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)  

**.ahost12.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
**.ahost13.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost14.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost15.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost16.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost17.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 

**.ahost18.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1)   
**.ahost19.udpApp[0].messageFreq =  uniform(0.1s,0.3s,0.1) 
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**.ahost*.udpAppType = "UDPBasicBurst" 

**.ahost*.udpApp[0].destAddresses = "random_name(ahost)" 

 

**.ahost*.udpApp[0].localPort = 1234 
**.ahost*.udpApp[0].destPort = 1234 

 

**.udpApp[0].message_freq_jitter = uniform(-0.001s,0.001s) 
**.udpApp[0].burstDuration = 0s 

**.udpApp[0].activeBurst=true # not the same destination for all packets 

**.udpApp[0].time_off = 0s 
**.udpApp[0].time_end = 0s 

**.udpApp[0].limitDelay = 20s 

**.udpApp[0].rand_generator = 1 
 

 

**.wlan.radio.transmitterPower = 0.5mW 
**.wlan.radio.pathLossAlpha = 2 

**.wlan.radio.snirThreshold = 4dB  # in dB 

**.wlan.radio.bitrate = 54Mbps    
**.wlan.radio.phyOpMode = "g" #1/2  802.11b/802.11g-only 

**.wlan.radio.berTableFile="per_table_80211g_Trivellato.dat" 

 
# test parameters 

 

**.wlan.radio.thermalNoise = -110dBm 
**.manetrouting.manetmanager.routingProtocol = "AODV" 

 

**.wlan.mgmt.UseLwMpls = true 
**.wlan.mgmt.useReactive = false #DYMO-UM in the mac layer, it's possible to use AODV 

**.wlan.mgmt.useProactive = true #OLSR-UM in the mac layer,  

 
**.maxQueueSize =  15 

**.udpApp[0].messageLength= 1024B # Bytes 

 

A.3 SCENARIO FILE FOR FAILING NODES 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<scenario> 

 <at t="600s"> 
  <set-param module="host1.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 

  <set-param module="host2.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 

  <set-param module="host3.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 
  <set-param module="host4.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 

  <set-param module="host5.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 

  <set-param module="host6.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 
  <set-param module="host7.wlan.radio" par="transmitterPower" value="0.1mW"/> 

  <set-param module="host1.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 

  <set-param module="host2.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 
  <set-param module="host3.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 

  <set-param module="host4.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 

  <set-param module="host5.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 
  <set-param module="host6.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 

  <set-param module="host7.wlan.radio" par="sensitivity" value="-7dBm"/> 
 </at> 

</scenario> 

 
 

 

 

A.4 MODIFIED “MobileManetRoutingMesh” FILE   
 
// This program has minor modification to  original code of Alfonso Ariza 

 

package inet.experimental.nodes.adhoc; 

 

import inet.transport.udp.UDP; 

import inet.transport.tcp.TCP; 
import inet.nodes.inet.NetworkLayerGlobalArp; 

import inet.networklayer.ipv4.RoutingTable; 

import inet.networklayer.common.InterfaceTable; 
import inet.mobility.BasicMobility; 
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import inet.experimental.linklayer.ieee80211.Ieee80211gNicMesh; 

import inet.base.NotificationBoard; 

import inet.base.MMapBoard; 

import inet.applications.udpapp.UDPApp; 
import inet.applications.tcpapp.TCPApp; 

import inet.applications.pingapp.PingApp; 

import inet.networklayer.autorouting.HostAutoConfigurator2; 
import inet.mobility.NullMobility; 

import inet.linklayer.ieee80211.Ieee80211NicAdhoc; 

import inet.linklayer.ieee80211.Ieee80211aNicAdhoc; 
import inet.linklayer.ieee80211.Ieee80211gNicAdhoc; 

import inet.networklayer.ipv4.RoutingTable; 

import inet.networklayer.manetrouting.ManetRouting; 
 

// 

// Models a mobile host with a wireless (802.11g) card. This module is 
// a WirelessHost less the \PPP and Ethernet interfaces, plus mobility 

// support (BasicMobility). It is intended mainly for mobile ad-hoc 

// networks. 
// 

module MobileManetRoutingMesh 

{ 
    parameters: 

        @node(); 

        int numTcpApps = default(0); 
        int numUdpApps = default(0); 

        string tcpAppType = default(""); 

        string udpAppType = default(""); 
        string routingFile = default(""); 

        string mobilityType = default("NullMobility"); 

        @display("i=device/pocketpc_s"); 
 

    gates: 

        input radioIn @directIn; 
 

    submodules: 

        notificationBoard: NotificationBoard { 
            parameters: 

                @display("p=60,70"); 

        } 
        interfaceTable: InterfaceTable { 

            parameters: 

                @display("p=60,150"); 
        } 

        routingTable: RoutingTable { 

            parameters: 
                IPForward = true; 

                routerId = ""; 

                routingFile = routingFile; 
                @display("p=60,230"); 

        } 

        tcpApp[numTcpApps]: <tcpAppType> like TCPApp { 

            parameters: 

                @display("p=163,67"); 
        } 

        tcp: TCP { 

            parameters: 
                @display("p=163,154"); 

        } 

        udpApp[numUdpApps]: <udpAppType> like UDPApp { 
            parameters: 

                @display("p=272,67"); 

        } 
        udp: UDP { 

            parameters: 

                @display("p=272,154"); 
        } 

        pingApp: PingApp { 

            parameters: 

                @display("p=343,200"); 

        } 

        networkLayer: NetworkLayerGlobalArp { 
            parameters: 

                proxyARP = false; 

                globalARP = true; 
                @display("p=248,247;q=queue"); 
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            gates: 

                ifIn[1]; 

                ifOut[1]; 

        } 
        // the name of radio interface must have "wlan", valid examples wlan, wlan802, localwlan .... 

        wlan: Ieee80211gNicMesh { 

            parameters: 
                @display("p=248,349;q=queue"); 

        } 

        mobility: <mobilityType> like BasicMobility { 
            parameters: 

                @display("p=149,307"); 

        } 
 

        mmapBoard: MMapBoard { 

            parameters: 
                @display("p=60,307;i=block/blackboard"); 

        } 

 
        configurator: HostAutoConfigurator2 { 

            parameters: 

                @display("i=block/cogwheel_s;p=60,398"); 
        } 

 

    //    modified part 
          manetrouting: ManetRouting { 

             parameters: 

                 @display("p=153,247;i=block/network2"); 
          } 

    //    modified part 

 
 

    connections allowunconnected: 

        for i=0..numTcpApps-1 { 
            tcpApp[i].tcpOut --> tcp.appIn++; 

            tcpApp[i].tcpIn <-- tcp.appOut++; 

        } 
 

        tcp.ipOut --> networkLayer.tcpIn; 

        tcp.ipIn <-- networkLayer.tcpOut; 
 

        for i=0..numUdpApps-1 { 

            udpApp[i].udpOut --> udp.appIn++; 
            udpApp[i].udpIn <-- udp.appOut++; 

        } 

 
        udp.ipOut --> networkLayer.udpIn; 

        udp.ipIn <-- networkLayer.udpOut; 

 
        networkLayer.pingOut --> pingApp.pingIn; 

        networkLayer.pingIn <-- pingApp.pingOut; 

 

        // connections to network outside 

        radioIn --> wlan.radioIn; 
        wlan.uppergateOut --> networkLayer.ifIn[0]; 

        wlan.uppergateIn <-- networkLayer.ifOut[0]; 

         
    //    modified part 

       networkLayer.MANETOut --> manetrouting.from_ip; 

      manetrouting.to_ip --> networkLayer.MANETIn; 
//    modified part 

} 

 

A.5 Verification of Simulation Results 
 

The verification method of simulation results involves collecting data from multiple runs of 

simulation. The first run of simulation produces data from 300s of simulation. The second 

run of simulation records results for the time period between 300s and 600s. Comparison of 

these datasets reveals the consistency of the results presented in Chapter 5. Average 

differences of measured results are given in the following tables. 
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A.5.1 Verification of Delay Values in the Default Network: 
  

Routing 

Mechanism 

Difference in 

Mean Delay 

between 

Datasets (in 

Seconds)  

Absolute Ratio 

of Difference to 

Mean Delay 

Difference in 

Deviation 

Delay between 

Datasets (in 

Seconds) 

Absolute Ratio 

of Difference to 

Mean  

Deviation 

Delay 

B.A.T.M.A.N 0.00000576 0.004702041 -1.20216E-05 0.009401076 

OLSR -1.12607E-05 0.009859057 -2.17219E-05 0.017546487 

AODV 4.76751E-05 0.009303428 -2.56949E-05 0.000512453 

B.A.T.M.A.N 

with LWMPLS -0.000149323 0.019729793 -0.000219424 0.026412728 

OLSR with 

LWMPLS 1.9764E-06 0.001136504 8.43137E-05 0.036400743 

AODV with 

LWMPLS -0.000348309 0.07923005 -0.002082181 0.085605134 

LWMPLS -2.82E-06 0.001868058 -2.32192E-05 0.014234388 

Table 21: Verification of Delay Values in Default Network 

 

A.5.2 Verification of PLR Values in the Default Network: 
 

Routing Mechanism Difference in Packet Loss Ratio 

B.A.T.M.A.N -0.000005623 

OLSR 0.000018953 

AODV 0.000680884 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.001615711 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.00015374 

AODV with LWMPLS -0.000149 

LWMPLS   0.000017628 

Table 22: Verification of PLR Values in Default Network 

A.5.3 Verification of PLR Values in the Network with High Thermal 

Noise: 
 

Routing Mechanism Difference in PLR between 

Datasets for -95dBm 

Thermal noise 

Difference in PLR between 

Datasets for -94dBm 

Thermal noise 

B.A.T.M.A.N -0.000355113 0.004021351 

OLSR 0.002415352 0.001150136 

AODV -0.000242534 -0.019953794 

B.A.T.M.A.N with 

LWMPLS 

0.000786255 0.018423758 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.008680037 0.002255243 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.002788434 -0.040892291 

LWMPLS 0.003106426 0.012309462 

Table 23: Verification of PLR Values in Network with High Thermal Noise 
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A.5.4 Verification of Delay Values in the Extended Network: 
 

Routing 

Mechanism 

Difference in 

Mean Delay  

(in Seconds) 

Absolute Ratio 

of Difference to 

Mean Delay 

Difference in 

Deviation 

Delay  (in 

Seconds) 

Absolute Ratio 

of Difference to 

Mean  

Deviation 

Delay 

B.A.T.M.A.N 1.17465E-06 0.00043 1.93E-06 0.000531 

OLSR -3.96376E-05 0.016809 -0.000174165 0.054788 

AODV -0.000137441 0.00354 0.008324253 0.032222 

B.A.T.M.A.N 

with LWMPLS 

0.008538743 0.164966 0.025546848 0.288454 

OLSR with 

LWMPLS 

-0.038426662 0.183215 -0.082666425 0.111693 

AODV with 

LWMPLS 

-0.009222261 0.047001 -0.024915593 0.046347 

LWMPLS -5.53761E-05 0.015905 5.32283E-05 0.011921 

Table 24: Verification of Delay Values in Extended Network  

 

A.5.5 Verification of PLR Values in the Extended Network: 
 

Routing Mechanism Difference in Packet Loss Ratio 

B.A.T.M.A.N 1.17465E-06 

OLSR -0.001014337 

AODV 9.2453E-05 

B.A.T.M.A.N with LWMPLS 0.018322155 

OLSR with LWMPLS 0.002121086 

AODV with LWMPLS 0.007084855 

LWMPLS with MAC layer routing  -0.00037227 

Table 25: Verification of PLR Values in Extended Network  

 


